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Abstract 
This paper purposely to understand the relationship between reference materials and form the embodiment process illustrated in the design drawing 
sketch. To review the respondent’s design thinking characteristic and to surmise the scenario of the product development issue, a design protocol 
analysis put in place as a core method. Respondent behaviour throughout the design activities was recorded and analyzed through interaction design 
embodiment process. Analysing design activities and drawing sketch has produced some pattern which states the meaning of average design 
element, selected reference material, interaction behaviour, and the design process in a control situation. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The issue of product usability strongly related to user knowledge, user experience, and product features. Problems become complex 
for specific type users such as disable or elderly people. According to Fukuda (2009), current appliances product features are not 
user-friendly for the elderly to use. Product features such as the integrated digital operating system and multi-function are inconvenient 
for them as they have vision and memory problems. As well as Gharib (2013) identified that small text, narrow screen size, less 
contrast background colour for the control panel, and inappropriate viewing angle demotivate them to use appliances product. In his 
research, he found some local Chinese elderly could not understand English text or symbol such as ‘AL’ and ‘BELL.’ All these issues 
required appropriate design study through form embodiment process for new product development (Anwar et al., 2015a). “The 
research required critical analysis (through interview, observation, experiments, and literature) to observe actual elderly behaviour 
while using the product” (Monö, 1997). Based on a rigorous research experiment, the data found will much accurate, close to the real 
situation, and help to find an effective solution. Design innovation changed the new product to be more competitive, enhance 
functionality and advance technology-driven (Prahalad et al., 2000). Three well-known models often as a scientific reference which is 
user-centred innovation, contextual based innovation and design-driven innovation (Brown et al., 1995). The design-driven innovation 
not much explored which stressing on user interaction with the product required to understand the design message from function and 
explore symbolic product value (Schön,1983) and (Brown et al.,1995).  
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2.0 Literature Review 
The interaction factor is influencing user behaviour to product usage. “The element of value is connecting the product and user” 
(Kumar et al., 2007). In this context, the connection is through interaction with product usability and user acceptance. The new product 
development (NPD) process involved product perception to analyze form embodiment and designer’s thinking. The designer 
experience using products able to clarify the product function, design concept and product usage (Warell, 2008). 
 

  
Fig. 1: Framework of perceptual product experience (PPE) (Warell, 2008) 

 
The component of the PPE model consists of three major modes: experience, presentation and representation (Figure 1). It is 

performed in two dimensions which are presentation or representation category. While the element of experience comprises: i) 
Cognitive: means for product message, structure, function, identity, and purpose. The thinking aspect of designers, understanding, 
and experience of analyzing products, arranging information, visualize the idea and understand what they feel while designing the 
concept and design embodiment of the final decision. ii) Sensory: the initial impression and recognition of product existence and 
specific perceptual characteristics. Purposely to measure the form of development from the aspects of emotion and pleasurable. 
Involved designers experienced seeing how the elderly used a product. iii) Affective: product value-added and justification. About how 
the respondent expressed their feelings and emotions based on product usability. Interaction with reference material and self-
experience contribute a new value to the proposed design which meets the product usability issues. The specific meaning of sub-
mode from representation experience category is: 

 Recognition (type): “What the product is” (function, use, purpose, maker). 

 Comprehension (characteristics): “How the product is” (properties, performance, behavior, mode-of-use). 

 Association (values): “What the product stands for” (origin, brand, heritage, user). 
The specific meaning of sub-mode from presentation experience category is: 

 Impression:  a sensory experience, ‘the best design idea,’ different, paid attention, and early stage of experience. 

 Appreciation: idea to form a new design. 

 Emotion: 1) how the respondent evaluates the product. 2) How the respondent plans the design process toward decision 
making.  

A product with a strong quality of sub-modes perceived as having a strong and clear identity. Through the application of the PPE 
framework, the researcher will clear the product purpose and product usability satisfaction (based on direct and non-interpretive 
experience which is the intuitions). This approach leads to understanding the respondent’s design strategy (the design process) based 
on different knowledge disciplines. 
While the Design embodiment is a Detailing a phase of form involves five steps (Pahl & Beitz, 1996) that critically important to 
approach at the early stage of new product development. At this phase, required to consider various factors contribute to the product 
issues, where The Principle of problem-solving will be combined with the whole of the working principles of product function (Anwar et 
al., 2015b). Pahl & Beitz, further added, through accumulated experiences and practices will enhance the embodiment process with 
the approach of basic rules simplicity, clarity and safety. While Hubka & Eder (1982) underline three major components in the design 
process including the conceptual design, embodiment design and detail design. 
 
 

3.0 Methodology 
This research analysis used a perceptual product experience (PPE) model from Warell (2008) to clarify the elements of product 
perception. Through this model, the form embodiment process of Astro remote control (design subjects) will be studied as a qualitative 
assessment resulting in explicit dimensions for both sub-categories of presentation and representation. The analysis strategy to be 
achieved in this research is to identify the design, function, and product from experience from different respondent’s backgrounds 
(Warell, 2008). The objective of this research is to analyze the message content of sketch drawing from the respondent, in the context 
of interaction with influence material (Anwar, 2016). Three research question which aligns with research objectives consist of: RQ1) 
which reference material mostly referred by the respondent to form a new design of remote control? Based on the PPE framework, this 
component related to recognition and association mode: function, maker, purpose, and use.  RQ2) How the design outlook and the 
reason? Based on the PPE framework this component related to association mode: product usability, brand, and origin. RQ3) what is 
the factor they are considered for the design? Based on the PPE framework this component related to comprehension mode: 
performance, properties, behaviour, and mode of use. To answer all this question, a design experiment using a Design Protocol 
Analysis method (DPA) is approached (Anwar, 2016). 
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3.1 The Design Experiment  
In this design experiment, thirty final year students (Roscoe, 1975) participated from three different knowledge disciplines, engineering 
(ENG), interface design (ID), and industrial design (IDE). The design task is required to propose a new design of remote control for the 
Astro TV decoder to focus on the elderly user. The total time duration is twenty minutes for them to study and sketch the idea solution 
into the drawing template which consists of three abstraction levels: abstract, semi-concrete and concrete (Anwar, 2016). The 
experiment environment is equipped with three video cameras (different angle), four different influenced image panels, remote control 
sample and computer for internet searching, a drawing template and clock time (Anwar et al., 2016). The respondent’s behaviour 
action during design activity will be recorded and analyzed for identification, contextualize and validate beside to study how they solve 
design problem influence from various reference material provided based on different knowledge domains. “The sketch drawing is the 
main medium for idea generation at the conceptual stage” (Siran et al., 2018) and “its link between design problem and concept 
solution” (McKim, 1980). This empirical investigation is exploring their intuitive development process, identify design elements, to 
perform product structure, and to clarify function mean analysis in form-giving (form creation) (Abidin et al., 2008; Anwar et al., 2015c). 
This empirical investigation is exploring their intuitive development process; identify design elements, to perform product structure, and 
to clarify function mean analysis in form-giving (Anwar et al., 2015c). 
 
 

4.0 Findings  
Figure 2 shows the design sketch drawing contains the form casing and the button function layout design proposed by all groups in 
the design experiment. Each group proposed a different concept of form structure design and the interface layout button design with a 
specific intention. Beside they spend different duration time on particular types of reference materials for design embodiment. For 
analysis, the data found is divided into two categories which are the eye interaction on reference materials (Table 1) and the sketch 
drawing of body casing form design (Figure 3, 4 and 5). Hence the data analysis will be gone through, based on the two categories, 
meant to clarify which reference material is focused at and the context that influences sketching strategies, to establish the 
embodiment design level of each group. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Design abstraction of new Astro remote control from all groups 

 
 

5.0 Discussion 
 
5.1 Analysis of Interaction with Reference Materials  
The data finding is analyzed to ensure which elements perceived with the meaning of PPE framework components recognition, 
comprehension, and associations. The analysis is focused on the interaction between reference material and the property of sketch 
drawing for the form development. The analysis result is answering the RQ1 of this research which related to reference material. Data 
from Table 1 shows respondents intensively refer internet (29.5%) for the design process besides studying the button function and 
form design from the remote sample (28%) and Panel 4 (26.8%). Generally, all respondent from all group has less refer to Panel 1 
and Panel 2. As well as the data analysis answers RQ3 regarding the fundamental issue of the task even though each group focus on 
a different factor. From the research data statistic, it clearly shows that respondent from both  ID and ENG group is very concern on 
the major issue of elderly weakness as they begin the experiment with intensive research from the internet before starting the 
designing the remote control. Meanwhile respondent from the IDE group put their focus on aesthetic value as they actively interact 
with panel 4 and remote samples to begin the design task. They not even surf the internet to study elderly related matters as the main 
issue but directly proceed to sketch the idea solution into the drawing template. Generally, all respondents too much rely on current 
product specification, button function and elderly problems rather than introducing the innovative approach to remote control design 
suit to elderly weakness. Data from Table 1 shows some differences based on the frequency of respondent interaction and the total 
time spend. Most of the respondent starts observing all reference material briefly before starting the design task. Generally, they 
spend a long time on the internet searching, and then testing the remote sample (holding posture) and studying all buttons function 

Industrial Design (IDE) 

Engineering Design (ENG) 

Interface Design (ID) 
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(panel 4). Specifically, each group focuses on different reference material as an influence source for idea development. The 
engineering group (ENG) intensively interacts with the internet to search for extra information on elderly related matters (43%), turn to 
study each button function through testing the remote sample (28%) and panel 4 (26.8%). The pattern of interaction quiet similar to the 
ID group, slightly lower percentage for each material reference. While different for Industrial Design (IDE) group where they begin the 
task with intensive interaction with Panel 4 (45.6%) and remote sample (28.9) for them to understand all button functions before 
proceeding to draw the sketch. The data analysis also shows a big gap of respondent’s acceptance of the reference materials to use 
for idea development. The open-source category of information (button function and internet) hit a high frequency of interaction (26% - 
29%). The panel 1 containing future innovative technology and similar lineup product (past and current model) received a low 
response (2%-7.6%). This means all respondents very much rely on current product specification, button function, and elderly problem 
scenario to redesign the Astro remote control. 
 

Table 1: The time stamp of eye interaction on reference material form all group 
 Panel 1 

(innovative 
technology) 

Panel 2 
(past 

model) 

Panel 3 
(current 
model) 

Panel 4 
(Button 

function) 

Remote 
sample Internet Total % 

IDE 120 220 430 1560 990 100 3420 27.1% 
ENG 110 180 220 1000 1230 2060 4800 38.0% 

ID 100 250 320 830 1320 1570 4390 34.8% 

Total 330 650 970 3390 3540 3730   
% 2.6% 5.1% 7.6% 26.8% 28% 29.5%   

Design Stages 
ID ENG IDE Overall 

Total % Total % Total % Total % 

Abstract 2060 47.6 2080 43.3 2120 30.2 6260 38.8% 
Semi Concrete 1230 28.4 2000 41.6 2510 35.8 5740 35.6% 

Concrete 1030 23.8 720 15 2370 34 4120 25.6% 

Total  320 34.8 4800 38.0 7000 27.1   

 
5.2 Analysis of Sketch Drawing of Form Development 
The sketch drawing brings a sign of a descriptive qualitative feature of the design. The element represents a qualitative subject that 
covers some categories of mode contained in the PPE framework (recognition, comprehension, and association). All result was 
analyzed based on a group of the respondent, which answering all research question. RQ1: Which reference material mostly referred 
by a respondent to form a new design of remote control? The RQ2: How the outlook of the design and its rationale? The RQ3: What is 
the factor they consider the design? The answer is different according to each group of the respondent which is: 
 
5.2.1 Industrial Design (IDE)  
The answer for RQ2: Figure 3 shows the overall design of form structure having a good balance of aesthetic appearance and 
ergonomic study emphasizing the holding posture of body form and the shape of the button function. However, the quantity and type 
of button function remain the same as previous as they are unsure to remove or to categorize it according to priority function. The 
answer for RQ3: the product architecture from this group very much concerned with the aesthetic value and the ergonomic factor 
resulted from the sample holding test on the body form. 
 

 
Fig. 3: The product architecture of from and button layout design from IDE group 

 
5.2.2 Engineering Design (ENG)  
The answer for RQ2: Figure 4 shows the design proposal from this group is featured with the new size of a button, select and grouping 
certain priority button function according to related function besides suggesting the new proportion of body part casing. All the 
proposed concept is a result of their deep study of elderly related matters (from the internet) before start the sketching work. The 
proposed design is a different concept from the current one which dares to select or eliminate the new button function according to 
category and priority function. Anyhow the outlook of design is unbalanced for the aesthetic value compared to button and body form 
design (as some part took from the internet). The form design based on information gathered from another type of product on the 
internet. The answer for RQ3: their concern is on product usability, to ease elderly people use the product effectively. 
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Fig. 4: The product architecture of from and button layout design from ENG group 

 
5.2.3 Interface Design (ID) 
The answer for RQ2: Figure 5 shows the form structure designed by the ID group about similar to the engineering group, in various 
sizes and shape for the body casing part. The respondent from this group capable of deciding and categorizing certain priority 
functions. The button form and body design considering elderly user weakness, aesthetic value, priority button function and ergonomic 
(size and grip form). The answer for RQ3: The form design manifest from their testing on remote sample be-sides intensive internet 
searching. 
 

 
Fig. 5: The product architecture of from and button layout design from ID group 

 
The general answer for RQ3: There are three categories of a rationale for design thinking related to the problem-solving process 

influenced by different academic disciplines, knowledge and life experiences. ‘The remembering self in the human mind occasionally 
takes stock of our life experiences and conclude’ (Abidin, 2006). The factors related to the design are presented with different quality 
of usability, aesthetic, ergonomic, button function and new features. However, not all understand the button function and its category 
besides unclear the issue of elderly limitation. The limitation resulting in some design proposals less concerned with the elderly issue. 
The overall data finding related to ‘insight seeking’ is showing a strong connection of three aspects of the form element, the form 
structure and the interaction with reference material. 
 
 

6.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
Generally, in the design experiment, they performed on the outline form structure only but weak on the content of the 
button function. In this context, the interaction element is on intuitive perception related to mental image reaction. In 
principle, to this empirical to analyze the eye interaction with reference materials, play an important role in intuitive form 
structure which is strongly influencing the forming process. At the abstract level, most of the student is ‘excited to design’ 
once studying the panel and testing the Astro TV remote control sample. However, at the semi-concrete and the concrete 
level, they are struggling to choose and arrange all buttons according to the priority function and the ergonomic factors, 
even though the information is available at panel 4 and from the website search. This result was confirming our 
Hypothesis that the amount of knowledge and experience determines the quality of the design solution of the respondent. 
Through this finding can be used as a fundamental reference on the new product development process, which required a 
critical concern on design thinking character from three different knowledge domains, as design organization involved 
different knowledge domain to develop a particular product. 
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